ABSTRACT: The transformer loss is the important factor influencing the transformer operation. The high frequency eddy effects including skin and proximity effects raise the winding losses. The eddy current effects are calculated by the finite element method in consideration of proximity effect and skin effect. The conclusion that changing winding layout can decrease the winding losses is given, and the tendency of the losses caused by skin effect and proximity effect based on different winding thickness, frequency and layer spacing is concluded.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the switching power supply due to its high efficiency and high power density advantages has been widely used. With the miniaturization of the switching power supply, the power frequency is also increasing, and some manufacturers have accomplished frequency of 1 MHZ. Different from the power frequency transformer, the skin effect and the proximity effect will make winding loss increase rapidly based on the condition of high frequency. Thus, we can't use an analysis method of power frequency transformer winding losses to study the high frequency transformer winding losses.
Many domestic and foreign scholars have done a lot of research work for the high frequency transformer winding losses. Literature [7] presented a winding loss calculation in one-dimensional model, which makes the calculation of high frequency transformer winding loss possible. The literatures [8] [9] [10] [11] analyzed the frequency transformer winding loss by using finite element method based on 2D condition. Literature [12] [13] studied the influence of the proximity effect and the skin effect on the winding losses based on different frequency and winding layout. There are a number of scholars do research work on the magnetic components running based on the effect of high frequency [14] [15] . However, these methods that have a lot of model simplifications on establishment are not able to fully reflect the real transformer winding losses.
The increasing developments of computer technology make the application of finite element method (FEM) 3D eddy current field simulation calculation for the transformer possible. Compared with other methods, the three-dimensional finite element simulation can reflect the real situation; the calculated value is more accurate. In this paper, we analyze the winding losses based on different winding thickness, frequency and layer spacing.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF 3D EDDY
CURRENT FIELD
Electromagnetic field equations
Seemingly stable magnetic field can be used to solve the Maxwell equations, and the Maxwell equations in differential form are shown as follows: is negligible. That is to say, in the study of the seemingly stable magnetic field, we only consider the changes of magnetic field without considering the magnetic field generated by the electric field.
In the 3D eddy current field analysis, we will divide the field into the vortex zone and the non-vortex zone. We will consider the electric field and the magnetic field in the vortex zone, but in the non-vortex we will only consider the magnetic field.
In this paper, we choose the control equation A ) ) method to establish the control equations of the electromagnetic field, and the control equations of the vortex area is shown as follows: 
Uniqueness problem
In order to ensure that the model has a unique solution based on the given initial conditions, the eddy current field boundary of the , A A I I can be described in the vortex zone as follows:
In the non-vortex zone, it is shown as follows:
In the interface, it is shown as follows:
Outside of the solution, the region is shown as follows:
Boundary conditions
The normal gradient of different media is equal as follows:
At the interface, the magnetic vector potential and electric scalar potential equation is shown as follows:
The expansion is shown as follows:
Calculation of conductor current
After getting the dynamic magnetic vector potential, the current density in the conductor can be calculated by the equation J j A ZOJ . The current of the conductor can be obtained by the integral of the current density in the conductor section.
WINDING SIMULATION MODEL
In this paper, the round wire is simplified to the rectangle wire; the simplified model of windings is shown in Figure 1 : In this simplified model, the circular conductor is equivalent to rectangular wire with the same height and width. The simplified model only considers the proximity effect of layers and the skin effect within layer and ignores the turn-to-turn proximity effect on the layer.
In this paper, we use E-E type transformer as the object of establishing simulation model. In order to simplify the winding model and improve the operation speed, we only establish the 1/2 transformer model.
The three-dimensional simulation model of high frequency transformer is shown in Figure 2 .
SIMULATION CALCULATIONS

Influence of winding layout on the winding losses
In order to study the transformer winding losses based on different winding layout, we designed six kinds of layouts as shown in Figure 3 .
We obtain the current density distribution in winding as shown in 
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According to Figure 4 , we selected three typical winding arrangements which are A (cross arrangement), C (sandwich arrangement) and F (no cross arrangement) to analyze the influence of winding layout on the winding losses. Figure 3 and Figure 4 (F) show that when the winding arrangement is no cross layout, the winding current density is increased with the number of layers, reaching a maximum of approximately 0.530E + 07 2 A m at the interface. The winding current density started to decrease from the secondary side until reduced to zero. From the current distribution graph, we can see that this simple winding arrangement will greatly increase the winding losses. Therefore, we cannot choose this winding layout scheme in the production of transformer.
In Figure 3 and Figure 4 (C), when using the sandwich type winding arrangement, the maximum current density is about 0.284E+07 .The winding losses of cross arrangement are decreased by nearly half. Therefore, we recommend using the cross arrangement.
Based on frequencies of 20 kHz, we calculate the winding losses of six winding layout schemes by the finite element method. Compared with the cross arrangement, we can see from Table 1 that the sandwich arrangement did not have a larger increase in the winding loss. The structure of cross arrangement is complex, and the capacitance is larger. On the less demanding situations of winding losses, we recommend the use of sandwich winding.
Influence of winding thickness on the winding losses
In order to research the influence of winding thickness for the transformer winding losses, we choose A (cross arrangement), C (sandwich arrangement) and F (no cross arrangement) these three most typical winding layouts to simulate. We study the winding losses of these three methods of winding arrangement with the winding thickness changing. The simulation results are shown in Table 2 : From Table 2 , at the beginning with increasing the thickness of the winding, we can see the winding losses decreases rapidly. However, when the winding thickness is increased to a certain extent, the decrease of amplitude of winding loss began to slow until the winding loss is basically fixed.
When the winding thickness is small, A (cross), C (sandwich arrangement) and F ((no cross arrangement) winding loss of these three kinds of layouts are not of much difference. That is to say, when the winding thickness is small, the winding arrangement for winding losses had little effect. But when the winding thickness began to increase, the loss of different winding arrangements began to have significant change. From Table 3 , we can see the change of winding thickness for A (cross arrangement) with the greatest impacts, for C (sandwich arrangement) with less impacts than that for A, and for F (no cross arrangement) with minimum impacts.
Influence of frequency on the winding losses
In order to research the influence of frequency for the transformer winding losses, we choose A (cross arrangement), C (sandwich arrangement) and F (no cross arrangement) these three most typical winding layouts to simulate. We study the winding losses of these three methods of winding arrangement with frequency changes. The simulation results are shown in Table 3 : We can see from Table 8 that when it is increased with the frequency at the beginning, the winding losses decrease rapidly. However, with the increase of frequency, the growth rate of winding loss begins to be slow until it reaches a stable growth trend.
When the frequency is small, the winding losses of three winding arrangements have little difference. However, with the increase of frequency, F (no cross arrangement) loss increases fastest, C (sandwich arrangement) is slower than F and A (cross) is the slowest. Thus, we can know the influence of frequency on the three kinds of arrangements is F (no cross arrangement) > C (sandwich arrangement) > A (cross arrangement). The higher the frequency is, the more obvious influence of winding layout for the winding loss is.
Influence of winding layer spacing on the winding losses
We study on the influence of winding layer spacing on the winding losses by changing the three winding layout layer spacing. Results are shown in Table 4 : From Table 4 , when we use the cross arrangement and sandwiches arrangement, the winding losses increase a little with the layer spacing. And when we use no cross arrangement, the winding losses decrease a little with layer spacing. Overall, the influence of the distance between layers on winding losses is very weak, and we can almost ignore it. Therefore, in the production of high-frequency transformer, we do not have too much to consider the impact of interlayer spacing for the winding losses. How to select the layer spacing depends on the Leakage inductance, the distributed capacitance and the insulation between layers.
CONCLUSIONS
(1) The amplitude of the current in the windings can be effectively reduced when the winding is adjacently arranged to the different current flow. By comparing the C (sandwich arrangement) and A (cross arrangement) winding losses in the two layout arrangements, we find that compared with the cross arrangement and the sandwich arrangement, the winding losses did not have obvious increase. The cross arrangement is complex, and the capacitance is larger.
(2) With increasing the thickness of the winding at the beginning, the winding losses decrease rapidly. However, when the winding thickness is increased to a certain extent, the speed of decreasing amplitude of winding losses begins to be slow until the winding loss is basically fixed. When the winding thickness is small, the influence of winding arrangements for the losses is not strong. But when the thickness is increased, the loss of significant changes is in. we can see the change of winding thickness for A (cross arrangement) with the greatest impacts, for C (sandwich arrangement) with less impacts and F (no cross arrangement) with minimum impacts.
(3) The influence of frequency on these three kinds of arrangement is F (no cross arrangement) > C (sandwich arrangement) > A (cross).
(4) The effect of winding layer spacing for the winding loss is very limited.
